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INTRODUCTION
Wild animals are separated from their mothers at a
very young age and sold into the pet trade. They are
kept in completely unnatural environments that fail to
satisfy their basic needs, and are exploited on camera
in search of likes and shares on social media.

INTRODUCTION
The keeping and portrayal of wild animals as pets on social media is ubiquitous in the world of online
animal cruelty content. Increasingly, wild animals of a range of species are appearing in social media
feeds, as users and influencers showcase their latest pets. Some of these animals are kept by
individuals solely for the purpose of creating such content, but others are kept by well-meaning
owners who are uninformed about the physical, psychological and physiological welfare implications
of keeping these animals as pets. To the average social media user, the cruelty behind such content
may not always be apparent. Indeed, to the unwitting viewer, content that features no blatant physical
or psychological violence, but shows wild animals wearing clothes, bottle feeding, or being handled by
their owners, can be viewed as ‘cute and cuddly’ - and harmless. This type of content often increases
viewers’ desire to own one of these animals themselves; but tragically, these animals are suffering
greatly.

Bushbaby kept as a pet. SMACC ID: reckSJ7X2v2BaWzDl 1

Much of the cruelty inherent in this type of content is invisible to the untrained eye. These animals,
often endangered species, are either wild-caught or bred in captivity, but in either case they are
normally separated from their mothers at a very young age and sold into the pet trade. They are kept
in completely unnatural environments that fail to satisfy their basic needs, and are exploited on
camera in search of likes and shares on social media. By allowing such content on their platforms,
social media giants have become a major vector for the trade in wild animals as pets, with content
creators and platforms themselves often financially benefiting from sharing such content. The
platforms have become facilitators of a wide range of abuse and cruelty, from unintentional harm to
animals dying on camera. However, no matter the intentions behind these videos, posts that involve
animal suffering should not be portrayed on social media.
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THE VICIOUS CYCLE
When wild animals appear as pets on social media, the concept becomes normalized. Through
commenting and direct messaging, people can easily find out how to acquire such an animal
themselves. Behind the scenes, animals are captured or bred to meet this demand, with serious
welfare implications. When these animals are sold into the pet trade, the welfare concerns continue,
and the reality of life as a pet is, for most of these animals, filled with unlimited suffering. Often, pet
owners will create social media accounts to show their new wild pet, perpetuating the endless cycle of
suffering.

This report exposes the harms done by the portrayal of wild animal pets on social media, and how it
contributes to the cycle of abuse that defines the trade in wild animals kept as ‘pets’.
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WHO WE ARE
The AfA Social Media Animal Cruelty Coalition (SMACC) aims to shine a light on the hidden world of
online animal cruelty in all its forms, and to lead the way in ending it. SMACC seeks to collaborate
with social media platforms to end the availability, spread and profitability of cruelty content, and to
ensure that there are no benefits to the creation or promotion of cruelty content.
SMACC is a collaboration between various animal protection organizations: Action for Primates,
Animal Concerns Research and Education Society, Animals Asia Foundation, Born Free UK, Born Free
USA, Federation of Indian Animal Protection Organizations, Global Federation of Animal Sanctuaries,
Humane Society International, International Animal Rescue, Lady Freethinker, Pan African Sanctuary
Alliance, PETA Asia, Taiwan SPCA, Welttierschutzgesellschaft e.V and World Animal Protection.
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DEFINITIONS
Wild animals, such as lions, monkeys, or snakes, are
perfectly adapted to survive and thrive free in their
natural environments, and have not adapted as a
species to life in domestic settings.

DEFINITIONS
Wild animals as pets
In this report, the terms ‘wild animals as pets’ and ‘wild pets’ are used to describe wild species kept in
domestic settings by humans, treated as though they are domesticated species like dogs or cats. The
term ‘exotic pet’ is also sometimes used to describe this. We have chosen to use ‘wild pets’ for two
main reasons:
1. Wild animals kept as pets are often native to the region in which they are being held captive - for
example long-tailed macaques in Indonesia. The term ‘exotic’ is inaccurate in such cases.
2. Animal welfare experts agree that wild animals should never be kept as pets due to their innate
unsuitability to live and thrive in domestic settings, controlled by humans. Therefore, we have
chosen to emphasize the wildness of these animals kept, erroneously, as pets.
Wild vs domesticated
Domesticated animals, like dogs and cats, have evolved over thousands of years to be able to thrive
alongside humans and in human-dominated environments [1]. They differ from their wild ancestors
not only in their sizes, shapes, and colors, but also in their behaviors. They are often dependent on
human beings for their survival.
Wild animals, such as lions, monkeys, or snakes, are perfectly adapted to survive and thrive free in
their natural environments, and have not adapted as a species to life in domestic settings. Those bred
in captivity are no exception; they have not undergone the evolutionary changes necessary to render
them “domesticated”. They retain their wild instincts, needs and behaviors and can not thrive in
human households [2].

Leopard tortoise kept as a pet, with a cat. SMACC ID: recBZ85trFcVUlDxH 3
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Pet owners/content creators
In the report we interchangeably refer to those who have wild pets and are creating social media
content as ‘content creators’ or ‘pet owners’.
As above, we hold the position that wild animals are not pets, and that they cannot be ‘owned’ by
humans as such. However, we use the term ‘owner’ for ease of description of the situation.
CITES
The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) is an
international agreement between governments. Its aim is to ensure that international trade in
specimens of wild animals and plants does not threaten the survival of the species [3].
IUCN Red List of Threatened Species
The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) is an international organization working on
conservation and the sustainable use of natural resources. Their Red List is the world’s most
comprehensive inventory of the global conservation status of biological species, using different
categories to define the conservation status of animals [4].

Taxonomic groups
The word species is used to define a taxonomic group of animals of the same type, who usually live,
breed and communicate with one another in a variety of ways. Taxonomic groups include Kingdom
(for example, Animalia), Order (for example, Primates), and Genus (for example, Macaca). The word
taxon (plural taxa) can be used to refer to any or all taxonomic groups. In this report, we sometimes
refer to the number of taxa we have identified: this means that in some cases the animals have been
identified at the species level (for example Macaca fascicularis) and in others at a different level (for
example, Macaca).
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1. THE DATA
Primates featured in more than 76% of the videos
we assessed. The majority of these were macaques most often babies - who appeared in more than 60%
of the videos we documented.

1. THE DATA
RESEARCH METHODS
The data used in this report were mainly collected from four social media platforms: Facebook,
YouTube, Instagram, and TikTok, between September 2021 and September 2022 by SMACC
coordinators, SMACC member organizations, and research volunteers. Between June and September
2022, a team of volunteer researchers searched specifically for content that depicted the keeping of
wild animals as pets. All such information was logged via SMACC’s public reporting form [5]. A single
primary theme and an unlimited number of subthemes and specific abuses were selected to describe
the content of each video. See Figure 1 for details of animal cruelty themes.
All data were spot-checked for missing or erroneous information and analyzed by SMACC
coordinators. Before analysis, the database was scanned for duplicates, and these were removed.
Content that was no longer available at the time of analysis was excluded from analysis.
All of the videos we have documented have been reported to the relevant social media platforms
but as of the report’s analysis date, they had not been removed.

Hedgehog kept as a pet. SMACC ID: recKtK8Fb6IrEQm0t 3
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CONTENT and ABUSES
The keeping of wild animals as pets is a recurring theme both in SMACC’s database and in the
enquiries that SMACC and its member organizations regularly receive from the public. It is clear that
this widespread problem, so pervasive on social media, requires a closer look. We examined a sample
of 840 videos and photos posted on social media depicting wild animals kept as pets. It is important to
note that our researchers were volunteers and, with limited time, at no point was the supply of new
content exhausted. It is likely therefore that our findings only scratch the surface of a much larger
problem. With limited resources and the accessibility to the platforms’ internal data, it is impossible to
quantify the scale of the problem or document all animal species and individuals involved. What is
clear is that such content is common and popular on social media platforms, making it a vital issue to
tackle.

11,806,630,205
eleven billion, eight hundred and six million, six hundred and thirty thousand, two hundred and five

TOTAL NUMBER OF VIEWS FOR THE 840 LINKS RECORDED
Most of the content we documented depicts primates, especially macaques, kept as pets (see
‘Animals’ section). In this report, we address the issue of wild animals kept as pets in general and paint
a picture of all the abuses they are subjected to. However, we acknowledge that primate pet-keeping
needs to be addressed specifically and urgently, and SMACC will prepare a separate Spotlight Report.

Macaques kept as pets. SMACC ID: reccidLfci5gcoXax 1, recsCf6DYcwT8iU0b 7
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Worryingly, up to 65% of the species that were recorded
are, according to the IUCN, Endangered, fifty-one records
(5%) are of species listed as Vulnerable, while some are
Critically Endangered or even Near Threatened.
We placed the abuse perpetrated upon wild animal pets on social media into 35 different categories
(types), ranging from the subtle and possibly unintentional to the deliberate and obvious cruelty (see
Figure 1 for the complete list). The latter category includes but is not limited to drowning (13
records), beating (34 records), sexual abuse (37 records), burning (3 records), live burial (1 record)
and causing or prolonging death (28 records).
The three most common types of abuse recorded were deliberate psychological torture (13%), animals
as entertainers (12%) and deliberate physical abuse (8.7%).

Macaques kept as pets and buried in the sand. SMACC ID: recX3Sho3mxNHm4NB 2, recX3Sho3mxNHm4NB 3

“It is heartbreaking to see animals being taken from their natural
habitats and sold as pets around the world. Social media posts
about these wild animals often showcase the animals in barren
cages, exhibiting abnormal behaviors, or being forced to interact
with humans. Social media companies have the responsibility of
stopping this cruel animal abuse content from appearing on
their platforms. By not doing so, they are contributing to the
problem and even profiting from this sort of content.”
Connie Chiang, Co-Founder and Executive Director at
Taiwan SPCA
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Figure 1: Themes of animal cruelty found in the 840 links analyzed, from the most to the least common.
Deliberate psychological torture

247

Animals as entertainers

232

Deliberate physical torture

167

Maternal deprivation

165

Rough handling

142

Poor conditions

123

Withholding food

84

Fake rescue

68

Sale of wild animals

65

Inappropriate food

58

Appears to be drugged

49

Restrictive clothing

48

Social isolation

47

Other

45

Monkey hatred

42

Scaring with another animal

38

Causing or encouraging animals to fight

37

Sexual abuse

37

Beating

34

Performing animals

29

Scaring with mask/prop

29

Causing/Prolonging death

28

Dragging

15

Drowning

13

Fake outrage

13

Spraying

12

Abandoning/releasing in the wild

8

Teasing

8

Unintentional abuse

7

Dangerous substances

4

Dismembering or mutilating

4

Burning

3

Crushing

3

Hunting

1

Live burial

1
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ANIMALS
Ninety-seven different wild animal taxa appeared in the 840 posts that we analyzed. We did not
record the number of individual animals that appeared in these posts, but posts containing multiple
animals of one or more species were common. It is clear that the number of individual animals
involved, while not precisely known, far exceeds 1,000.
While our sample of videos may not be representative of the true proportions of which wild animals
are kept as pets and displayed on social media, certain species are clearly particularly targeted:
primates featured in more than 76% of the videos we assessed. The majority of these were
macaques - most often babies - who appeared in more than 60% of the videos we documented.
Primates are regularly kept as pets in many parts of Asia but also around the world, although it is often
illegal to do so, and the practice is inherently cruel [6].
Other popular wild animal pets are wild felids, such as lions and tigers (91 records), and reptiles and
amphibians (43 records). Worryingly, up to 65% of the species that were recorded are, according to
the IUCN, Endangered*, fifty-one records (5%) are of species listed as Vulnerable, while some are
Critically Endangered (5 records) or even Near Threatened (2 records). These findings are extremely
worrying as Vulnerable, Endangered and Critically Endangered animals require urgent protection and
conservation. The pet trade, along with other forms of human exploitation, add compounding pressure
to these species that are already threatened by numerous factors, including habitat loss and climate
change poses a real threat to their survival.
A wide range of wild taxa are kept as pets, from hedgehogs, to otters, binturongs, meerkats, bears,
turtles, frogs and owls. You can find the complete list in Appendix 1.

*51% of the videos we
documented featured
macaques identified
only at the generic
level. The large majority
of macaques featured
in cruelty content are
Endangered long-tailed
and southern pig-tailed
macaques, as
confirmed by a spotcheck of half of these
videos. Therefore,
we've included them in
this figure.

Brown bear and zebra kept as pets. SMACC ID: recMeMHgwm2KOKhCs 2, recVyxA8NOPjXes44
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VIDEO TITLES
Video titles can indicate how wild animals kept as pets are perceived by their owners and how the
owners perceive themselves in this relationship. They can also indicate the presence of some specific
abuses. See Appendix 2 for words in the video titles that appeared more than five times overall.

The vast majority of video titles mention the animal’s or the account’s name (9%), the word monkey
(8.5%), baby (6%) or mom or mommy (4.5%). There is a tendency towards the use of “catch” words
(such as no, very, so, OMG, poor, funny, cute), while words like cry or angry, when they are used, are
sometimes disguised to avoid detection from the platforms. Indeed, content creators find ingenious
ways to ‘hide’ the word, for example by inserting hyphens in between each letter.
Video titles can be useful in understanding how these animals are perceived. Owners often portray
themselves as their wild pets’ parents, demonstrating how their ‘baby’ gets dressed, ready for school,
how they are punished when misbehaving, or how funny they are when they play or eat. Video titles
can mislead viewers, providing a false understanding of the situation. When a video showing rough
handling, for example, is described as a parent disciplining their angry child throwing a tantrum,
viewers may overlook the cruelty and instead believe that it is something they can relate to.
Similarly, when video titles or descriptions claim that wild animal pets have been “rescued”, viewers
often fail to comprehend the harm that is being done by the way the animals - fundamentally unsuited
to live as pets - are being kept.
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2. WHAT GOES ON BEHIND
THE SCENES?
There is a distinct lack of knowledge about, and
sometimes even a disregard for, the actual needs of
the animals by the pet owners.

2. WHAT GOES ON BEHIND
THE SCENES?
WELFARE CONCERNS
When a social media user posts a video of their wild pet, the viewer sees a snapshot of one
particular moment in that animal’s life. They are viewing a wild animal, be it a tiger, a monkey, a snake
or other wild and ‘exotic’ animal, who has been brought into a human environment to be kept as a pet.
What they do not see is the cruelty that is required in order to set such a scene. Often, because they
do not understand the behavior or innate biological needs of the species depicted, they fail to
understand what is truly happening to the animal and their well-being.

Tigers kept as pets. SMACC ID: recTFNVpWYTXp2Bhw 5

When a social media user posts a video of their wild pet, the
viewer sees a snapshot of one particular moment in that
animal’s life.
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When looking at the issue of wild animals as pets,
it is important to remember that the very
circumstances in which wild animals are kept are
often harmful to them. Content depicting wild
animals as pets is content that shows animals
completely removed from the physical and social
environments to which they are perfectly
adapted. Instead, they are kept in environments
that cannot meet their fundamental needs, and in
which they cannot thrive. This causes individual
animals to suffer immensely, in both the short and
long term. Domesticated species like dogs and cats
have evolved over millennia to be able to thrive in
or around our homes. Whether born in captivity or
taken from the wild, undomesticated animal
species do not have this ability; even “tamed” wild
animals are still wild. They do not lose their wild
nature or needs, and therefore captivity itself is
detrimental to their well-being and ability to thrive.
There is a distinct lack of knowledge about, and
sometimes even a disregard for, the actual needs
of the animals by the pet owners. This equates to
poor husbandry practices, inappropriate handling,
inadequate nutrition and inappropriate or even a
complete lack of veterinary care.

Parrot kept as a pet. SMACC ID: recH63shKZwTbWUPu 7

Opposum kept as a pet.
SMACC ID: recA57viw9WBOxbZa 2

This lack of understanding is perfectly
illustrated in relation to parrots kept as
pets. Parrots are extremely social animals,
and in captivity they require socialization
with others of their kind and several
hours
of
uncaged
flight
time.
Nevertheless, it is estimated that half of
all pet parrots are kept alone, in
enclosures that are too small for their
needs. This is severely harmful to their
mental health and can result in a host of
abnormal behaviors including featherplucking, bar chewing, route tracking
(pacing around in a regular pattern within
the cage) and spot picking (repeatedly
touching their bill to a particular spot) [7].
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Alligator kept as a pet. SMACC ID: recrNPRe1YPtbWU9H 3

Reptiles, too, like all wild animals, have species-specific needs including the need for highly specialized
diets, suitable temperature gradients, correct UV exposure and humidity [8]. Yet one study estimates
that 75% of reptiles die within a year of being acquired as pets, as the result of not having these needs
met [9]. Reptile pet owners also commonly mistake signs of stress and poor welfare, as being ‘normal’,
resulting in undetected suffering.

Content depicting wild animals as pets is content that
shows animals completely removed from the physical and
social environments to which they are perfectly adapted.
During an investigation into content
creators in Cambodia by SMACC
member
organizations
Lady
Freethinker
and
Action
for
Primates, five young pet monkeys
were found kept in a wire cage with
a wire floor without any enrichment
or access to food and water. At
another location, monkeys were
kept in a barren wire cage in a filthy
area of the residence, with the
channel owner admitting that the
monkeys were fed jelly and candy, a
diet which can cause serious health
risks.
Macaque kept as a pet. Source: Lady Freethinker
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Additionally, wild animal behavior is often anthropomorphized (the incorrect attribution of human
characteristics to nonhuman animals), which can lead to serious welfare implications, as
anthropomorphization leads to the incorrect interpretation of body postures, facial expressions,
vocalizations, and other forms of communication. For example, in many of the videos we examined, it is
suggested that chimpanzees, macaques and other primates are ‘smiling,’ with content creators, pet
owners and others commenting about how ‘happy’ the grinning animals are. In reality, for most
primates, such grins are expressions of fear or extreme submission [10,11]. These so-called “smiles” are
these frightened animals’ way of communicating their discomfort with the situations they have been
put in. This complete misunderstanding of primate behavior means that the animals are repeatedly
subjected to frightening or threatening situations. Extended or repeated stress of this sort can lead not
only to behavioral abnormalities, but to physiological problems such as hindered brain development and
compromised immune responses [12].

Macaques and a capuchin kept as pets, displaying fear or submissive grins.
SMACC IDs: recaHvyymu4TIB1hU 3, recs8cttVc8SDl7m7, recGacqzRd4ekG5BW 2.
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The welfare of wild animals kept as pets is further
compromised when they are placed in stressful or
dangerous situations for the sake of content creation.
Viewers may not easily identify the cruelty, though in some
cases the violence and abuse is clear to see. Many creators
intentionally put animals in dangerous situations, at risk of
drowning, suffocating or injury, in order to film their
reactions. In a series of videos, baby monkeys are placed
on logs in a fast-flowing river, in danger of slipping and
drowning. They are very distressed, crying and desperately
looking for help. They struggle as the content creator
watches and films. Another video shows a pet baby stumptailed macaque repeatedly thrown into the sea and filmed
swimming back to the human, crying, screaming in distress,
only to be immediately thrown back in.

Pet baby macaque left in water. SMACC ID:
rect9DDNRLSlYLpB1 4

Pet baby macaque left in water. SMACC ID: recenWyy7Ly6PF0zf 1

Particularly shocking content could go viral simply as a
result of the outrage it generates.
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Pet baby macaque thrown in the sea.
SMACC IDs: recrgUKw2APbqRNjN 3, recrgUKw2APbqRNjN 4, recrgUKw2APbqRNjN 5, recrgUKw2APbqRNjN 6.

Some shocking videos show animals being cruelly
disciplined. One post on Facebook shows someone dangling
a macaque over a balcony. In others, people are shown
slapping, hitting, biting, shaking, or knocking animals over.
In one video with 5,600 views, a person bites a macaque’s
tail as the animal thrashes and struggles to escape.
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In another video,
a serval (an
African wild cat)
kept as a pet is
introduced to a
dog. The dog,
clearly nervous,
responds by
growling and
baring their
teeth, and more
than once snaps
at the serval’s
face. The owner
allows the
interaction to
continue.

Thankfully, this incident ended without injury, but this interaction still caused significant stress to each
animal, and a fight would have been extremely dangerous for both animals, who were put into the
situation solely for the creation of content. Many similar videos exist of wild pets being introduced to
other, domestic animals: we have seen videos of a cat and a leopard tortoise in a house, interacting;
slow lorises introduced to cats; dogs and monkeys interacting, and even macaques riding pigs.

Serval cat kept as a pet and a dog, growling and baring teeth. SMACC IDs: recYZ4QQLl6ELuyG2 3, recYZ4QQLl6ELuyG2 1
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Unboxing videos showing macaques recently purchased to be kept as pets.
SMACC IDs: recAVM63u6r8LYpj1 2, recAVM63u6r8LYpj1 1, rectbxru4p98HRAmH 6, rectbxru4p98HRAmH 3.

‘Unboxing’ videos are seen on social media, where a content creator films themselves unboxing a new
product. This seems to now be extending to live animals, with videos showing live animals such as
baby macaques, fishes, lizards, snakes, tortoises and other reptiles packaged up in boxes which are
opened by the content creator who has purchased them. From these unboxing videos, little is known
about the origins of these animals or how they cope with being constrained in such a way. One video
posted to YouTube on April 16, 2022 already has 600,454 views, and the title states that the monkey
was born just five days ago.

Unboxing video showing a five-day old macaque recently purchased to be kept as a pet. Source: Lady Freethinker.
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In another, a snake is delivered by a courier to a doorstep. The creator films this and the unboxing,
pulling the snake out of a bag inside.

Unboxing video showing a snake recently purchased to be kept as a pet.
SMACC IDs: rec0986SCUdp8XgAs 1, rec0986SCUdp8XgAs 2, rec0986SCUdp8XgAs 3.

On one channel dedicated to showing captive wild animals, a 48-minute video shows a man standing
behind a pile of at least ten boxes, all containing live animals. He opens them one by one showing the
live animals in each package, and seems to suggest the recommended retail price for each. He
removes a lizard from a box who is contained within a bag and is frantically moving around inside. The
lizard runs away as soon as he sees an exit out of the bag. The man grabs the lizard by the tail, pulling
him back. He then drops the lizard on the floor and proceeds to chase him around the room. This is
clearly very stressful and dangerous for the animal. In another box is a venomous snake, who is
packaged inside a plastic bottle. This video has 584,151 views.
Unfortunately, the abuses to which wild animals kept as pets are subjected have no limits. Some
shocking videos show animals being cruelly disciplined. One post on Facebook shows someone
dangling a macaque over a balcony.

Source: Lady Freethinker

We even documented content that shows wild animals
being sexually abused by their owners.
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In others, people are shown slapping, hitting, biting, shaking, or knocking animals over. In one video
with 5,600 views, a person bites a macaque’s tail as the animal thrashes and struggles to escape.

SMACC ID: recasAgltNC28tL2i 5
Biting the tail of a young macaque. Source: Lady Freethinker.

SMACC ID: recCG11ko0hU5fumO 1

SMACC ID: recCzvfwr63Ow2gTf 3

SMACC ID: receElHJOX7heC0F7 3

SMACC ID: reckiWpMHQXlywIBI
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We even documented content that shows wild animals being sexually abused by their owners. These
are often monkeys, perhaps because of their clear anatomical and behavioral similarities to humans
[13,14,15].
Many posts show the owners inappropriately
touching the genitals of monkeys, usually
males, sometimes poking or stimulating
them. Many focus on owners washing the
monkey’s
genitals
and
anus,
often
excessively and roughly. Other posts focus
on the monkeys defecating. In one video, a
monkey is placed onto the naked chest of a
man and forced to suck on his nipples. The
monkey tries to move away but the abuser
pulls her back.

Macaques being sexually abused.
SMACC IDs:reczZLygf5godxVuN 2, recU0mOAMN4FIDDzK 2, recw3MmAHjsrdoej5 7, recZlq93F1s2dmqc8 1,
rec3aobcoSA8UOGcf 1.

This sort of content is deeply disturbing as it specifically appeals to zoophiles and may encourage
others to perform similar acts at home. Additionally, clear links have been demonstrated between
animal abuse, child sexual abuse and violence. Children victims of domestic violence and sexual abuse
are respectively three and five times more likely to commit animal abuses. 80% of families where child
abuse occurs also have reports of animal cruelty. Between 1 in 4 and 2 in 3 adult violent offenders
have a history of animal abuse [16,17,18,19]. Indeed, animal cruelty is a proven predictor of current
and future violence, including assault, rape, murder, arson, domestic violence, and sexual abuse of
children [20,21].
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Another macabre trend is currently on the rise, in which emaciated baby macaques appear to be
drugged and are seen dying on camera. Owners perform CPR on the macaques or administer further
medicine to attempt to bring the dying primates back to life. These videos are often presented as
“rescue” videos, and oftentimes members of the public praise the human for their kindness, or express
sadness about the fate of the monkey.
It is impossible to know exactly what
occurred prior to and following the
filming of the video, but we know
that animals are regularly put into
such situations - which we call
notably fake rescues - because
content creators can financially
benefit from posting such videos by
virtue of the platforms’ monetization
policies [22,23].

Performing CPR on a pet macaque, as part
of a new fake rescue trend on social media.
SMACC ID: recTGZBKcUVtR9UWc 4.

“Social media platforms are normalizing the immoral incarceration and cruel
treatment of baby monkeys by allowing videos of these individuals on their
platforms. Wild infant monkeys are taken from and deprived of their mothers
and kept in captivity under conditions that are unnatural and sometimes
abjectly poor. The monkeys are subjected to direct and indirect harm, suffering
and distress. They are forced to "perform" multiple times a day and filmed for
"Likes" and "Views" on social media. Particularly disturbingly, baby monkeys are
also deliberately placed into frightening and distressing situations from which they
cannot escape. Their fear and terror are filmed for the online "entertainment" of
viewers. People must bear in mind that just being in captivity constitutes a
major harm to these vulnerable individuals. It also perpetuates the trade in
monkeys as "pets", whether wild or captive born and whether "legal" or illegal.”
Nedim C Buyukmihci, V.M.D., Emeritus Professor, University of California
and adviser to Action for Primates
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Such content is a particularly striking example of how adaptable content creators can be as the
platforms’ reviewing systems evolve over time. Indeed, some specific types of fake rescue content
that were trending have been removed by the platforms in the past, and content creators have shifted
to creating ‘fake rescues’ of different sorts to avoid detection. Given the past successes and financial
potential of fake rescue content, creators find new ways to upload content that has not yet been
identified as problematic.

Fake rescue content on social media, where animals are put into dangerous situations for the camera.
SMACC ID: rece0q6MxdVZur9cK 3

Example of a type of fake rescue content, where an animal (here, an orangutan) seems to be rescued but in reality,
they will be kept as pets. Rescued animals should be sent to rescue centers or sanctuaries where they would be
professionally handled and treated. SMACC ID: recgzRwGk3VLw0gvR 3
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CASE STUDY: Big cats
Wild felids kept as pets appear in 8.7% of the records in our database and cover species such as
caracals, cheetahs, leopards, lions, margays, pumas and tigers. In most cases, these animals are
used as entertainers, but there are some instances where wild felids kept as pets are teased and
abused.

While there are only around 3,200 tigers left in the wild [24], it is estimated that in Asia,
between 7,000 and 8,000 tigers are kept in tiger farms and facilities for the tourism industry,
especially in countries such as Thailand, Lao PDR, China and Vietnam [25]. In the US, more than
10,000 big cats are held captive [26], even though it is illegal to do so in 35 states [27]. Only 6%
of these are kept in zoos and accredited facilities, and the rest are kept as pets [25]. The US is
however currently discussing the Big Cat Public Safety Act which would ban the private keeping
of big cats in the country [28]. Even though more than 790 incidents in the US alone have
occurred as a direct result of keeping a big cat as a pet and that 25 people have died as a result
of such incidents [29,30,31], big cats still make popular pets around the globe. For instance, 320
wild cats were known to be kept as pets in the UK in 2021, including 61 big cats [32], while in
2019 there were more than 1,500 pet tigers in the Gulf countries, estimated to be sold at more
than 15,000 USD each [33].
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Tigers in captivity are often separated from their mothers in order to be raised as ‘pets’ less than
three weeks after they are born, which leads to anxiety and behavioral problems [34]. In the
wild, these animals often stay with their mothers for their first two to three years of life [35].

The trend for white-furred tigers (‘white tigers’, who account for 42% of the tigers in our
database) creates further welfare problems for these individuals. White tigers are not a distinct
species or subspecies, but are the result of a genetic mutation that means tigers are born with
white fur instead of orange. It is an expression of a recessive gene which is rarely found in
nature. In order to breed for this coat color, the animals are intentionally inbred. This leads to
physical deformities and health issues, with some individuals dying prematurely [36].

SMACC IDs: reccXxBBLXFEEOFLU 4, reccXxBBLXFEEOFLU 2, reccXxBBLXFEEOFLU 3, receXm35SNgHSH4ML

There are various motivations for keeping wild felids and other wild animals as pets: people may
feel like they are saving the animal’s life by providing a home; they may have acquired their pet
by chance or circumstance; some people may want to experience something novel and exciting;
they may be collectors who look for specific animals to add to their collections [37], they may
have an affinity for animals [38]; or they may be seeking social status [39].
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Sources: WWF [40,41]
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In one video, a man is filmed petting a lion, and as the lion gets frustrated, the man starts to beat
him. Another video shows an adult white tiger, outside with several men at night, filmed with a
bright flash in his face. He shows signs of distress as the men deliberately provoke him.

SMACC IDs: recCfLLtuLrp2GFXB 1, recCfLLtuLrp2GFXB 2, recPuJjnLg8uKNvY0
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Yet other videos depict tigers and dogs fighting each other.

SMACC IDs: rec9TuueFdfo06wTT 2, reccolOrgZQLYn9Gj 1, rec9TuueFdfo06wTT 1
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Pumas and cheetahs kept as pets are shown a large inflated balloon in the shape of a shark. The
big cats’ fearful reactions are filmed and described as a ‘child reacting to a toy’. This type of
content, often portrayed as a ‘prank’, falls into animal teasing and has been documented to
cause severe psychological distress. Please refer to our previous Spotlight Report on ‘Teasing as
Torture’ for more details [42]. Tigers suffer when they are chained or forced to live in human
homes. In the wild, tigers run up to 40 mph [43], and have up to 60 square miles of territory to
roam [44].

SMACC ID: recefaagXrjg361Za 2

Source: Lady Freethinker

In a series of videos on TikTok posted by
a user with over 11 million followers and
95 million likes across his videos, animals
like tigers, monkeys, and bears are seen
chained, abused, and fighting one
another. In one particular video posted in
July 2021, which has amassed 94 million
views, a man is seen in his home with
three tigers chained around their necks.
When two of the animals start fighting,
the man slaps them, and violently yanks
their chains. In another video with nearly
2.5 million views, the man walks a lion –
again chained by the neck – past a tiger
chained to a stake in the ground. The
tiger gets up and tries to attack the lion,
but is jerked roughly back by the chain.
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INTENTIONAL CRUELTY vs IGNORANCE
There are various possible motivations for posting content that features wild animals kept as pets.
Some seek to profit, either financially or in the form of likes and shares, by intentionally harming
animals. As shown by SMACC in 2021, every engagement with a post, whether by those who enjoy it
or those who are outraged, increases the chances that the content will be monetized and become
profitable [45]. Particularly shocking content could go viral simply as a result of the outrage it
generates.
Other content creators may behave cruelly towards their animals, force them to perform, or cause
them acute distress without fully realizing the extent of the suffering that they are causing. Many
owners try their best to care for their pets by providing them with food, shelter, and regular
interaction, and believe that this is enough. In these cases, they probably do not understand the
negative effects that their well-meaning intentions are having on animals who are fundamentally
unsuited to such circumstances. It may be that, via social media, films, television and daily life, they
have learned that it is normal, acceptable and humane to keep any animal in their home, provided they
do not beat or starve them. Such owners do not understand the harm they are causing by further
normalizing or even glorifying the keeping of wild animals as pets via their social media accounts.

SMACC ID: rec5mKFcnPEleT08A 1

Such owners do not understand the harm they are causing
by further normalizing or even glorifying the keeping of wild
animals as pets via their social media accounts.
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CASE STUDY: Slow lorises
Categorized as Critically Endangered on IUCN’s Red List [46], with fears of populations declining
by 80% over the last two decades, the future of the Javan slow loris is extremely worrying. The
exploitation of lorises for “cute” social media content only exacerbates this issue by creating
more demand for slow lorises to be captured and sold into the pet trade.

SMACC ID: recqxeKwjgpmKg46Q 3

Not only is this threatening the very survival of the species, but the slow loris trade causes
unimaginable suffering for the animals. The pain begins before they become pets, from the
moment they’re poached in the wild. Their teeth are painfully cut out using nail clippers, wire
cutters or pliers with no anesthetic. This is to make them easy to handle and to protect humans
from their potentially deadly venomous bite [47]. Lorises are transported to markets in dark,
overcrowded and poorly ventilated containers. The stress caused by this transport results in a
mortality rate of between 30% and 90% [48].
By the time they have been sold as pets, they are completely traumatized and terrified. It is a
misconception that life as a pet may provide some respite. Unfortunately, it is quite the
opposite. Slow lorises are wild animals, and under no circumstances can they express natural
behaviors or thrive in captivity. Additionally, when kept as pets, they are often made to follow
their owner’s habits and are kept awake during the day. Lorises are nocturnal animals [49], so
being kept in a bright and artificially lit room is agonizing for them. Despite their speed and size,
in their natural environment, lorises travel long distances at night in their search for food. Their
confinement in small cages is restrictive and cruel. In the wild, slow lorises feed on a complex
diet of fruits and insects. Even a well-informed owner would struggle to meet these specialized
dietary needs. Obesity and other serious health problems such as infection, pneumonia,
diabetes, metabolic bone disease and malnutrition are common.
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SMACC ID: recGdvxhGsuQeG300 1

SMACC ID: rec2msXlGZQE1Z6ZV

In June 2009, a video of an
endangered pygmy slow loris, kept as
a pet in Russia, being “tickled”, was
uploaded to Vimeo and quickly went
viral. It was later uploaded to
YouTube, generating more than nine
million views and 12,411 comments
before it was removed. Initially, 25%
of comments expressed a desire to
have a slow loris (e.g., "I want one, I
don’t care if they’re illegal, I want
one") [50]. Later, a survey of 100
videos of pet slow lorises was
conducted to assess their access to
the Five Freedoms: freedom from
hunger, thirst, and malnutrition; from
disease and injury; from physical
discomfort; from fear and distress;
and freedom to engage in normal
behaviors [51]. The study found that
in all of the videos, at least one
freedom was lacking, and nearly one
third (31%) showed all Five Freedoms
lacking [52].
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SMACC ID: recqxeKwjgpmKg46Q 4

“Our investigations have confirmed that social media have played a huge
part in the rise in demand for slow lorises as pets. However, like all wild
animals, these endangered primates are completely unsuited to life as
domestic pets and endure untold suffering from the beginning to the end
of their short lives. They’re caught from the wild and crammed together in
small, poorly ventilated containers. Many die from dehydration, starvation
or bite wounds from fighting in the confined space.
Before they are sold, lorises suffer the agony of having their teeth cut out
with nail clippers or wire cutters to render them defenseless. This is done
without anesthetic and frequently causes massive blood loss and infection,
often ending in death.
The seemingly cute sight of a loris raising its arms to be tickled is in reality
an image of an animal desperately trying to protect itself, raising its arms
to lick a toxin from the inside of its elbow and deliver a defensive,
venomous bite to its captor.
The keeping of wild animals as pets is bad enough in terms of the cruelty
it inflicts on its victims. Even worse though is that such suffering should
be exploited as entertainment and as a means to make money. Social
media platforms can’t keep turning a blind eye to such abuse. They must
take responsibility for allowing it on their sites, step up and stamp it out.”
Alan Knight, President, International Animal Rescue
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It is a misconception that life as a pet may provide
some respite.
Channels or pages created by those who create cruelty content fall broadly into a few general types.
Sometimes it can be difficult to determine which accounts are maintained by well-meaning individuals
and which are run by people looking to exploit wild animals and profit from their abuse. Some are run
by people who are genuinely looking to talk about their experiences with wild animals as pets. Others
run pages that actually seek to promote wild animals as pets either to garner likes and ads, or to drum
up interest in a business that breeds or sells wild animals.
Some pages or channels are run by individuals or groups who care for wild animals to discuss the
challenges of keeping them as pets and to discourage the practice. Some of these groups or
individuals rescued the animals in their care, while others purchased or otherwise acquired them out
of ignorance. But they have learned of the cruelty inherent to the wild animal pet trade, the lack of
knowledge most people have about the extensive care these animals need, and the inability of most
owners to provide acceptable care. It is unclear whether content creators, pages and channels of this
sort are causing more harm than good; though detailing the complexities of keeping wild animals as
pets and often advocating against it by highlighting their challenging interaction with these “cute”
animals, they may still unwittingly fuel the desire for people to keep wild animals as pets, including
those who feel they are capable of dealing with these obstacles.

SMACC IDs: recjJLlAELUNdB3m5 2, recUOdywlsJHw2nfG 3
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Pet macaque having their teeth filed. SMACC IDs: rec5aUvmIJ8SLV9qW 1, rec5aUvmIJ8SLV9qW 2

Some content creators who keep wild animals as pets mutilate their pets’ bodies through procedures
like tooth filing or declawing in order to protect themselves from injuries like bites or scratches,
without taking into account the suffering these procedures can cause [53,54]. Such treatments, but
not the harm they cause, are intentional: owners have disregarded their pets’ pain in favor of their
own safety.
When we talk about intention versus ignorance in a legal setting, there can be profound implications.
In many jurisdictions, conviction for an animal cruelty crime requires some level of demonstrable
intent, or at least the agreement that an average person would understand that the actions in question
would lead to an animal’s suffering. However, this distinction is less relevant in the context of social
media, where posts that ultimately lead to harmful outcomes or that involve animal suffering should
not be acceptable regardless of intent. Intention is not necessary to demonstrate harm, particularly in
relation to the keeping of wild animals as pets, the negative outcomes of which are demonstrated by
an abundance of scientific evidence.

“Animals Asia has been working to improve captive animal welfare, running
rescue operations, and campaigning to end the abuse of animals in the
name of entertainment for decades. As a result of our work, we have seen
many such facilities shut down or end their abusive practices. However, the
internet still remains the largest platform for both spreading cruelty and
profiting from it too. This report is part of a series that shines a spotlight on
the dark world of online wildlife abuse. Through investigation of and
pressure on these platforms, we will continue to raise awareness of this
barbaric exploitation. In addition, as individual users, each of us is
responsible for reporting this kind of content and calling out the social
media giants to take action. We can all join and work together to end
online animal abuse and exploitation."
Jill Robinson, CEO and Founder of Animals Asia
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3. HOW DO THESE ANIMALS
END UP IN THE TRADE?
We urge social media companies and enforcement
agencies to work with wildlife experts when setting up
systems to monitor and restrict wildlife trading online.

3. HOW DO THESE ANIMALS END UP
IN THE TRADE?
The demand for wild animals as pets is increasing, and social media plays a major role in this
phenomenon by allowing people to connect more easily and by allowing online markets to be formed
[55]. Such a trade raises many serious concerns, such as threats to biodiversity [56], the potential
introduction of invasive species [57], and of course, serious welfare implications for the animals [58].
Keeping wild animals as pets can also have serious consequences on human health and safety. More
than 2,900 incidents involving exotic pets were reported between 1990 and 2021 in the USA
including bites, attacks and escapes [59]. Risk of zoonoses [60] such as Herpes B, salmonella or
monkeypox are also significant [61]. With an estimated 75% of emerging infectious diseases in
humans transmitted from wildlife to humans [62], the explosion of legal and illegal wildlife trade is a
concern that impacts every single one of us.

SMACC ID: recrNPRe1YPtbWU9H 5

"No animal should be stolen from the wild and sold online to the highest
bidder. Behind each baby great ape sold into the pet trade hides an entire
family that was killed by poachers. Looting primates and other wildlife from
forests accelerates extinction and creates an influx of orphans for sanctuaries
on the ground to rehabilitate. It's high time that social media companies
recognize their role in the pet trade and join our fight to end it."
Kelly O'Meara, Executive Director of the Pan African Sanctuary Alliance
(PASA)
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TRAFFICKING AND TRADE
The trade in wild animals as pets is a widespread problem, affecting all regions of the world. Wildlife
trafficking is the fourth largest form of organized crime, generating upwards of $23 billion annually
[63] and often closely linked to other crimes, such as the trafficking of humans, drugs, guns, and
money laundering [64]. Big cats, primates, colorful birds, and reptiles are among the most in-demand
wild animals for pets [65]. In the US alone, it is estimated that 50% of pets are wild animals and that
75% of wild animals purchased as pets die within the first year of their life [66]. The situation can be
so alarming that for some animals, such as tigers, the captive population numbers are higher than the
ones found in the wild [67].
Wildlife conservationists have become increasingly concerned about the role social media is playing in
marketing and trading wildlife species [68]. Due to the difficulty in tracking illegal trade online, online
platforms and sites have the potential to become lucrative for criminals. The continued exploitation of
wild species leads to population decline which in turn negatively impacts ecosystems. The removal of
key species from an environment can have devastating consequences as each species plays a vital role
in the ecosystem, whether they are key predators, seed dispersers or serve another biological function
[69,70,71,72].

SMACC ID: recQYBlZLm8NFK7Va 2

Animals are often taken from the wild using very cruel methods such as trapping, stunning or
shooting. This results in tremendous collateral damage, with many captured individuals dying in the
process. For instance, it is estimated that for every young ape trafficked, at least ten adults were killed
in the process [73]. Indeed, for many wild animals kept as pets, the suffering starts in infancy, when
babies are ripped from their mothers’ arms. The mothers are often maimed or killed so poachers can
steal their young more easily. Many studies have demonstrated that maternal deprivation has
devastating, life-long effects on baby monkeys and many other animals, resulting in anxiety, high
reactivity, poor social skills, abnormal behaviors and more [74,75,76,77].
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Some species are bred in poor conditions. For example ball pythons, a very popular species in the pet
trade, are often bred or ‘ranched’ (where eggs are collected from the wild and reared on farms) in
captivity. Unhygienic conditions and crowding of animals in breeding facilities can cause suffering,
spread of disease and aggression between animals [78].

Ball pythons at a ranching facility in West Africa, advertised as available for sale and international export as pets via
Facebook. Photo credit: World Animal Protection

Many animals die in transit due to the poor
conditions. They often die of starvation,
dehydration or because of rapid changes in
temperature. Many are injured or pick up
diseases when crowded with other
individuals. Pregnant females regularly give
birth prematurely due to stress and panic
and some simply die from the extreme stress
of being captured and held captive [79].
Reptiles are typically transported for
international export in intense confined
conditions that can last from hours to weeks
leading to high mortality rates (as high as
33%) due to the effects of temperature
control, duration, and stress [80].

Ball pythons at a ranching facility in West Africa, advertised
as available for sale and international export as pets via
Facebook. Photo credit: Anonymous
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For example, a few years ago, a number of different parrots, including 21 endangered yellow crestedcockatoos, were found being smuggled alive, stuck in narrow plastic bottles so that they could not
flap their wings [81].

75% of wild animals purchased as pets die within the
first year of their life.

A sanctuary in Cameroon, Limbe Wildlife Centre, rescued an African grey parrot that had been
captured from the wild and sold into the illegal pet trade. He was in terrible condition and the staff
were especially horrified to find that one of his eyes was so injured that it had closed shut, leaving him
unable to fly safely. After intense veterinary treatment and expert care, his condition improved
drastically and he even regained the use of his eye. The same year, the rescue center took in over 200
parrots rescued from the illegal pet trade and had to build an aviary to house them.

Wildlife traffickers commonly use social media to
source, advertise, and sell wildlife. Traffickers who
sell illegal wildlife promote themselves as wildlife
dealers or "pet breeders" online.
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Fish advertised on YouTube for sale as pets in Thailand. SMACC ID: recboquMrpfNaiIPs

“We have been campaigning to end the suffering of wild animals being sold
and kept as pets for many years. Every day, thousands of wild animals are
poached or farmed and sold into the global multi-billion-dollar wildlife pet
trade. They suffer a lifetime in captivity, with lack of adequate shelter, food
and room to roam, with their full range of needs never being met.
Social media is normalizing and increasing the demand for wild animal pets,
but animals are not props or entertainers, they are sentient beings being
subjected to cruelty online for human use and profit. These are wild animals,
they have no place in people’s homes, they have a right to a wild life.
The social media giants are continuing to facilitate the sharing, promotion
and monetization of animal cruelty content, resulting in astronomical
numbers of views, likes and follows of animal suffering and abuse. It’s time
for the platforms to take more responsibility and action to prevent this
content reaching people in the first place. We will be continuing to work to
make sure this happens.”
Gilbert Sape, Global Head of Campaign for Wildlife at World Animal
Protection
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CASE STUDY: Reptiles and amphibians

SMACC ID: rec0FhuRwyaIh0QMW

Reptiles and amphibians account for only 43 records in our database, however we know that
some reptile species are among the most trafficked species in the world [82]. Rare species are
particularly targeted by buyers for the international legal and illegal pet trade [83] and often
sourced from the wild, in unsustainable ways. For example, in the early 2000s, a new species of
newt Laotriton laoensis, found in restricted local areas in Lao PDR, was discovered. Six years
later, the species was close to extinction, largely due to the pet trade: they were found to be
sold in Japan and Germany as pets for hundreds of dollars [84]. One study found that half of the
turtles for sale in Jakarta were threatened with extinction [85]. Another study found that in
2010 and 2011, 5,370 individual reptiles and amphibians of 52 different species were sold in
markets in Indonesia, and at least 44% of these were illegally traded and harvested [86].
Unfortunately, there have been many instances of species newly discovered brought to the
brink of extinction as they suddenly become heavily traded [84] and this threat exists for all
species heavily traded [87].

SMACC ID: reccXxBBLXFEEOFLU 5
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The capture of reptiles is often harsh, with the use of nets, nooses and buckets. They may be
chased, grabbed and roughly handled, causing injuries. Once captured, they are subjected to
poor conditions, such as confinement in small, often plastic, containers and tubes with other
animals, where they suffer from twisted tails and spines, broken limbs, torn claws, or may even
be crushed. Many die in transit, either locally or internationally. Some estimations assert that
75% to 90% of reptiles caught in the wild die within a year of capture [88].

Frogs packaged for export for the international pet trade from a snake farm
in West Africa. Photo credit: Anonymous
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Capable of complex emotions and states, such as anxiety, stress, fear, excitement, and suffering,
reptiles and amphibians have been widely misunderstood and their needs disregarded [89,90].

SMACC IDs: recW7drXp3jlGLcsx 5, reccXxBBLXFEEOFLU 1, rec6OmytcTOvwwMpK, recEqCqCVsYedu2l3 1,
recU8gD9ryIQp39bl 3, recUOdywlsJHw2nfG 2.
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CASE STUDY: Diversity of trade for pets on Facebook from West Africa
Between 2016 and 2020, World Animal Protection analyzed the text, images, and video content
of Facebook posts by two known exporters of wildlife for the international pet trade in Togo,
West Africa. The analysis exposed the diversity and global extent of wildlife exports from this
region for the pet trade, the trade routes and transportation involved, and the extent to which
trade of wildlife in this region is regulated under the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES).
In total, the 911 Facebook posts assessed featured at least 200 species, including 187
vertebrate species, advertised as available for sale or export via Facebook and destined to be
owned as pets during the study dates. The types of animals ranged from exotic millipedes to
parrots and primates. A substantial proportion of the species identified were taken directly from
the wild, while other individuals were being ranched or captive-bred. Some of the shipments
promoted involved several hundred and possibly several thousand individual animals.

Bushbabies available for sale via Facebook at a snake farm in West Africa destined for international export for
the pet trade. Because bushbabies live in rich environments and in social structures in the wild, it is highly
unlikely that these primates will be able to engage in natural behaviour in captivity due to insufficient
enrichment, space, companionship and mental stimulation.
Photo credit: World Animal Protection
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Shipments via just two traders were made up to nine times per month to at least 18 countries
globally, using several major airlines, including Ethiopian Airlines, Turkish Cargo, Royal Air Maroc
(Moroccan airline), Delta Airlines, Lufthansa Cargo, and Air France-KLM. Evidence also
suggested that some species for export from Togo, such as the Geyr’s spiny-tailed lizard, are
actually rare or not present at all in Togo, meaning they originated from other West African
countries and were transported across national borders—in some cases illegally—before being
shipped out of Africa.

The Geyr’s spiny-tailed lizard advertised for sale from a snake farm in West Africa
via Facebook, destined for international export as pets.
Photo credit: Anonymous

The investigation reveals how social media facilitates the global exotic pet trade and highlights
the need for governments and regulators to strengthen the monitoring and protection of wildlife
traded online.
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SALES ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Wildlife traffickers commonly use social media to source, advertise, and sell wildlife [91]. Traffickers
who sell illegal wildlife promote themselves as wildlife dealers or "pet breeders" online. The
connectivity of social media platforms allows traders of wildlife to communicate quickly and expand
into a wider network while also providing anonymity of illegal sales [92,93]. Posting imagery of baby
wild animals serves as free clickbait advertising and social media platforms automatically show these
posts to people who are interested in wild animals. Traffickers can advertise their price and interested
buyers are able to quickly comment or directly message the dealer to show their interest.
Once potential buyers indicate their interest, the traders will instruct them to communicate through
private messaging to avoid implicating themselves in illegal activity. Private messaging channels such
as Snapchat or WhatsApp are commonly used to negotiate illegal sales [94]. Because private
communications on these platforms are encrypted, traffickers can carry out these illegal sales out of
sight of law enforcement.

West African mud turtles at a snake farm in West Africa advertised for sale as pets via Facebook.
Photo credit: Anonymous
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Wildlife traffickers have greatly benefited from the COVID-19
pandemic, shifting their activities even further online, where
risks are fewer, since their lack of specific location makes it hard
for enforcement to track them. The availability of animals for
sale, wild or not, advertised as ‘lockdown pets’, has exploded.
The Project to End Great Ape Slavery (PEGAS) found over 200 social media accounts selling hundreds
of great apes in the United Arab Emirates alone [65].

SMACC IDs: recMCT0xMsQ7F9Xm3 5, recWP4OzHEZGYGoLa 2, recWP4OzHEZGYGoLa 4
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Wildlife
traffickers
have greatly benefited
from the COVID-19
pandemic, shifting their
activities even further
online, where risks are
fewer, since their lack
of specific location
makes it hard for
enforcement to track
them. The availability
of animals for sale, wild
or not, advertised as
‘lockdown pets’, has
exploded [95,96].

SMACC ID: recEbwUA7QXvpJpIl

CASE STUDY: African Grey Parrot (Psittacus erithacus) sales
Grey parrots have long been trapped in large numbers from the wild for the international exotic
bird trade [97]. In 2016, they were declared Endangered. These birds are native to the lowland
moist forests of tropical West and Central Africa. Populations have collapsed in multiple parts of
their range, partly due to overexploitation for the pet trade [98,99]. The stress of capture can
be fatal, with post-capture and pre-export mortality rates for Grey parrots estimated between
30%-60% and as high as 70%-90% in some instances [100]. The relatively small number of
captured birds that survive all the way to purchase by a pet owner are then sentenced to
lifelong suffering of a different sort. As Grey parrots are both highly intelligent and social, they
suffer when forced to live in isolation. A lifetime of captivity can lead to severe psychological
distress and even death.
A World Animal Protection-led survey examined the online trade in Grey parrots. Using data
gathered from Facebook posted between 2014 to 2020 [101] and other information sources,
such as government shipment records and trade reports, insights were gained into the size and
scope of the trade, trade routes, transport methods, compliance with laws and international
agreements, and how changes in trade take place over time.
Two hundred and fifty-nine Facebook posts featuring trade in wild-sourced Grey parrots were
identified, showing parrots held in transport containers or holding facilities. At least 70% of
posts featured trade likely in breach of national laws and/or CITES regulations. This study also
identified holding conditions before and after export that failed to meet basic welfare standards
[102], commonly encountering overcrowding, small cages, a lack of perches, and poor sanitary
conditions.
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However, the number of posts featuring wild-sourced Grey parrots fell by almost 95% between
2014 and 2020 due to a reduction in the number of individuals making posts featuring them
[101]. Over the study period, Facebook and other social media platforms made multiple policy
changes to tackle wildlife trade. In 2018, Facebook introduced policies prohibiting the sale of
live animals between private individuals and all sales of endangered species. All posts currently
advertising or promoting trade in Grey parrots violate platform community standards.
Although these findings would suggest that substantial progress has been made towards
disrupting illicit trade in Grey parrots, the cruel trade in parrots continues openly on social
media. While automated machine-learning systems could help detect potentially illegal trade,
gathering the type of data needed would be difficult using such systems [103,104]. We urge
social media companies and enforcement agencies to work with wildlife experts when setting
up systems to monitor and restrict wildlife trading online.

Exotic pets are big business, and fuelled by the increasing demand and huge profits, animals are being stolen
from their natural habitats or bred in inhumane conditions so they can be sold as exotic pets. The African Grey
Parrot is among the most popular bird species kept as pets, however during capture and transportation, they
can endure severe mistreatment, and inhumane conditions.
Pictured; African Grey Parrots during transportation.
Photo credit: Anonymous
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4. SOCIAL MEDIA
PLATFORMS
Content promoting wild animals as pets on platforms like
Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, and YouTube go largely
unnoticed, with little action taken by the platforms directly.

4. SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS
Most social media platforms are aware that users may upload content that depicts or encourages
animal cruelty. As a result, these platforms have created policies that prohibit specific types of
content. The scope and quality of these policies vary and enforcement is problematic across
platforms [105].
However, none of the platforms have specific policies regarding the depiction of wild animals as pets,
although most have some restrictions on the sale of endangered species on their platform. Content
promoting wild animals as pets on platforms like Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, and YouTube go largely
unnoticed, with little action taken by the platforms directly. This is due to inadequate policies that do
not reflect the huge variety of cruelty content that is rife on the platforms, a lack of understanding on
and value given to the issue at hand, and generally poor regulation by platforms.
As of October 2022, Meta’s policy (covering both Facebook and Instagram) prohibits [106]:
Statements of intent, calls to action, representing, supporting or advocating for, or depicting,
admitting to or promoting … acts of physical harm against animals committed by you or your
associates except in cases of hunting, fishing, religious sacrifice, food preparation or
processing, pest or vermin, self-defense or redemption … Staged animal vs animal fights,
including acts committed by a third party.
DO NOT POST Content that:
-Attempts to buy, sell, trade, donate or gift, or asks for, endangered species or their parts.
-Admits to poaching, buying or trading of endangered species or their parts committed by the
poster of the content either by themselves or their associates through others. This does not
include depictions of poaching by strangers.
As for YouTube, the community guidelines in October 2022 states:
Animal abuse refers to content depicting the malicious infliction of physical harm causing an
animal to experience suffering. (...) Here are more examples of content not allowed on
YouTube: (...) videos in which human onlookers are forcing animals to attack each other. (...)
Non-educational, documentary, scientific, or artistic content that shows animal suffering for
the purposes of shock or disgust. Don't post content on YouTube if it aims to directly sell, link
to, or facilitate access to … Endangered species or parts of endangered species.
TikTok’s Community Guidelines prohibit:
(...) Content that provides instructions on how to conduct criminal activities that result in harm
to people, animals, or property. (...) Content of animals that depicts: the slaughter or other nonnatural death of animals dismembered, mutilated, charred, or burned animal remains. Animal
cruelty and gore. (...) Content that promotes the poaching or illegal trade of wildlife.
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Using Meta as an example, the company’s Community Standard Policies relating to animal abuse
pertain only to content that is “particularly violent or graphic, such as videos depicting
dismemberment, visible innards or charred bodies…we also remove content that contains sadistic
remarks towards imagery depicting the suffering of humans and animals” [107]. Frustratingly, content
that does not meet this standard, even if animals are clearly suffering (for example a pet monkey being
hit by their owner) is not detected by Meta’s two-part review system, which involves technology and
review teams, and is rarely taken down, even if reported repeatedly by users [108]. Meta and other
platforms may “restrict the content's availability in the country where it is alleged to be unlawful”
[109].
It appears that often, when posts are actually removed from the platforms that the same users will
create new accounts or use non-detectable wording to continue to post animal cruelty online. In
Taiwan, where the upload or dissemination of certain animal abuse content is considered a criminal
act, Taiwan SPCA reports that local authorities still face difficulties getting Meta to provide account
information and IP locations of perpetrators. Platforms normally provide user information to local
authorities only in cases involving certain types of crime - and these do not include animal abuse.
Meta’s website states that the company ”regularly works with external stakeholders who strengthen our
policies by bringing global knowledge and feedback into the policy development process” [110]. While it is
true that the SMAC Coalition has been in contact with Meta representatives to expedite the removal
of animal abuse content and provide evidence on the different forms of animal abuse, progress is
alarmingly slow.

Macaque kept as a pet, threatened with an object (comb}. SMACC ID: recx01u7GAzZOGD0Y 3
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5. GROWING DEMAND
Media coverage and content showing celebrities with wild
animals portrays the interactions as fun, cute, or even sexy.
Very rarely does it show the difficulties, challenges or
welfare issues involved in keeping these animals.

5. GROWING DEMAND
Social media has vastly increased the demand for wild animals, significantly increasing the suffering
and the trade’s impact on wild populations. This is arguably the biggest problem with the portrayal of
wild pets on social media. The more people see them, the more people want them, continuing the
vicious cycle of suffering.
Before the era of social media, people were less often exposed to wild animals kept as pets or
opportunities to obtain them. Wild animal pets were rarely on public display, and few people and
specialist clubs or societies were aware of their presence. Now, their popularity on social media means
that these animals can be seen by the world [49]. Regular depictions of wild species kept in domestic
settings are essentially advertising them as ‘pets’, accessible to anyone and on a phenomenal scale.
Social media is a powerful tool for influencing public perceptions, including normalizing the concept of
private ownership of wildlife and encouraging the continuation of the wildlife pet trade.

Gibbon dressed in human clothes, sold into the pet trade. SMACC ID: recgXxzT8CPuxYEuQ 1

Before the era of social media, people were less often
exposed to wild animals kept as pets or opportunities
to obtain them.
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“Too many of the wild animals that we see in sanctuaries are former ‘pets’ either torn from their family and natural habitat and moved through the illegal
pet trade, or born to those who had already been taken into captivity. These
animals have suffered greatly, being deprived of their natural environments
and often abused, neglected, and exploited. Images of wildlife as ‘pets’ shared
on social media not only exploit those animals but have far reaching impact,
continuing to feed the demand for the illegal pet trade. Social media
platforms have the power and position to help to bring this to an end. We call
on them to take responsibility by banning this harmful content and those who
continue to share it online.”
Jackie Bennett, Program Director-Africa and Asia, Global Federation of
Animal Sanctuaries

Sugar glider kept as a pet. SMACC ID: reci2hJu8GzM53Uhn 2

These videos of brief, curated content may inspire
someone to buy a wild animal but don’t prepare them for
the experience of caring for one or understanding what
these animals really need. These animals are often later
abandoned, released, confiscated or surrendered to rescue
centers and sanctuaries.
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ONLINE DEPICTIONS: MOTIVATION TO SOURCE WILD PETS
Images that simply show humans and wildlife in close contact
can affect the viewers' perceptions of wild animals. In one
study, people who viewed an image of a chimpanzee next to a
human were 30% more likely to agree that they would make
an appropriate pet than those looking at an image of the
chimpanzee alone [111]. These images wrongly suggest that
contact between wildlife and humans is safe and that the
animals are easy to handle as pets. [111]
The problem becomes even more pronounced when content
portrays wildlife being treated as, and seemingly behaving like,
humans [112,113,114]. Videos uploaded to social media of
wildlife kept as pets may elicit comments that they are
"cute", which also drive a desire to own exotic animals [115].
For example, in 2016, a video of two small children with a
lemur appeared on Facebook and subsequently went viral on

Chimpanzee kept as a pet.
SMACC ID: recWP4OzHEZGYGoLa 3

several social media platforms, reaching at least 20 million people. A subsequent study of Twitter
data, collected both before and after the video was published, examined how many people expressed
an interest in having a lemur as a pet, finding that this interest "increased with the number of tweets
published linking to the viral video" [116].

Ring-tailed lemur kept as a pet. SMACC ID: recIx8Fw3Vccf59TZ
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Videos uploaded to social media of wildlife kept as
pets may elicit comments that they are "cute", which
also drive a desire to own exotic animals.
Contradictorily, banning the use of wild animals in circuses and other entertainment venues for
example receives a lot of support from members of the public, many of whom would refuse to visit
such venues [117,118]. Yet it seems that a large portion of that population follows accounts that
feature wild animals kept as pets, without making the connection between their welfare concerns for
performing animals and the welfare of wild animals kept as pets [119].

Hippopotamus kept as a pet. SMACC ID: recW7drXp3jlGLcsx 4

“Social media is a wonderful tool for education and entertainment, but
sadly it is also a medium for animal abuse. Exploitative animal content is
spread far and wide online, mostly by well-meaning people who
probably do not realize how harmful it is. Social media users hold a lot of
power when it comes to what content goes viral and gets amplified
online. We hope this report will raise awareness of the harm certain wild
animal content can cause and empower individual social media users and
platforms to help decrease the impact of harmful portrayals of wild
animals.”
Angela Grimes, CEO Born Free USA
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Social media depictions of wildlife as pets are also harmful in that they fail to show how these animals
are really meant to live, and the challenges of keeping them in captivity. These videos of brief,
curated content may inspire someone to buy a wild animal but don’t prepare them for the
experience of caring for one or understanding what these animals really need. These animals are
often later abandoned, released, confiscated or surrendered to rescue centers and sanctuaries. For
example, Critically Endangered axolotls recently gained huge popularity on social media, with #axolotl
reaching over 2.6 billion entries on TikTok alone, and millions more on online gaming platforms.
Largely due to the cost and difficulty of keeping axolotls healthy, in 2022 alone, thousands were
noted to be abandoned by their owners in rescue centers [120]. Sometimes, animals are even released
into nature by their owners even when they are not endemic to the country, which can threaten local
ecosystems and wildlife, including native endangered species. In turn, this can have impacts on human
livelihoods [121,122]. Additionally, it is very unlikely that these animals would thrive or even survive
in a wild environment after being previously kept as a pet, and most would perish from the inability to
find food, shelter, and to avoid predators.

Owl and parrot kept as pets. SMACC ID: recvZksFFPrAL0WYH 2
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Wild animals fundamentally do not make good pets because they are wild, and potentially dangerous
[123]. The lemur being handled in the viral video discussed above may have appeared calm, but the
reality is that lemurs can be aggressive and dangerous, and their bites have the potential to cause
serious injury [124]. Social media content rarely shows the negative side of wildlife pet ownership
[123].

SMACC ID: recbRNPoWSNaBZnHw 1, recXfK0CxkhwynKq9, recJmNYfC68z4RATc

Since, despite the clear evidence, social media platforms often fail to recognize wild pet ownership
content as animal cruelty, it is vital that users educate themselves about the implications of not only
keeping wild animals as pets but also of watching, commenting, sharing and interacting with such
content. Indeed, any engagement with such content helps boost it, whether the person commenting
is denouncing the cruelty or celebrating it. Studies have found that a vast majority of comments on
these videos are positively oriented towards the content, stating, for example, how ‘cute’ the animals
are or asking how to obtain a similar animal as a pet [125,115]. Similarly, many commenters
demonstrate ignorance about the differing needs of different animal species, often asserting that the
animals, having access to food and shelter, are ‘happy’, and that their needs are met. This is
particularly worrying as an increasing number of wild pet owners abandon their animals [126]. In the
UK alone, in 2021, the RSPCA received 38,087 reports of abandonment - an average of more than
3,000 per month or four animals abandoned every hour [127]. Of these, more than 3,600 of them
were wild pets, including snakes, fish, reptiles and birds [128].

The research showed that the "cute" videos'
prospective purchasers see shared across social media
influence their decision to buy a wild animal: at least
15% of exotic pet owners surveyed found inspiration
for their purchase via YouTube videos.
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CASE STUDY: Pet otters and otter cafes on YouTube
Otters are popular pets in Asia, especially Indonesia and Japan, but both popular species in the
trade, the small-clawed (Aonyx cinereus) and smooth-coated (Lutrogale perspicillata) otters, are
listed as Vulnerable by the IUCN with decreasing wild populations, but were not listed on CITES
Appendix I until 2019 [129]. Instead, they were listed for a long time under CITES Appendix II,
which allows but regulates commercial trade. In Japan, there are no restrictions on domestic
trade of animals in this category, so once these otters are in Japan, there is no way to control
their trade and traceability is impossible [130]. Otters are not only kept as pets in Asia, for
example, in the UK, it is still legal to keep otters as pets under the DWA Act [131].
Videos showing otters as pets are going massively viral, with few viewers realizing the suffering
behind the "adorable" facade. In the wild, these animals can dive 60 feet deep and swim a
quarter mile before coming up for air, but when they are kept in homes as pets, they are often
forced to swim in only a tiny bathtub. Many pet otter videos include footage of them chattering
or making sounds, which may be perceived as affectionate or cute. But in reality, these are likely
distress calls, which otters often make when kept in isolation, bored, or if they don’t have the
right habitat.
Southeast Asia has seen a huge rise in the popularity of otters as pets [132], but this cruel and
potentially dangerous trend is putting the very future of some otter species at risk. Japan is
currently undergoing an ‘otter craze’ or ‘otter madness’ [133] fueled primarily by Instagramfamous pet otters paraded on television and social media. Otter and other wild animal cafés –
coffee shops with otters on display and, in some cases, available for holding or petting by
customers – are also driving the craze.

Photo credit: World Animal Protection / Aaron Gekoski

Otter cafes are becoming increasingly common, particularly in Japan, where visitors can interact,
feed, and pet otters for a fee. These environments are wholly unsuitable for all species of otters.
Tiny shallow pools, small enclosures, unnatural interaction with hundreds of paying customers a
day, all detrimental to their physical and mental wellbeing.
Pictured: A pet otter chewing toys in Tokyo, Japan.
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Otters are highly social creatures in the wild [136], and they spend their lives in and around
water. However, pet otters often get little more than a bathtub or paddling pool and as pets, are
often kept alone. Otters are carnivores with dietary requirements specific to their natural
habitat, but as pets, they often get fed human food or inadequate diets. They are led around on
leashes, dressed up, treated like toys, and used as ‘cute’ entertainment [132]. However, a lack of
stimulation and socialization can also lead to the development of repetitive, compulsive
behaviors in captivity [136]. As well as cruel conditions in captivity, there is also suffering at all
stages of capture and transport for otters captured in the wild [79]. Otter cubs are snatched
from their parents who are shot dead trying to protect their young, electrocuted or their nests
are smoked out.
A 2018 online investigation led by World Animal Protection aimed to see whether there had
been an increase in social media relating to otters as pets, and whether it was fuelling market
demand, focusing on YouTube videos [137].
The research found that the number of videos depicting otters had increased in the two to
three years before the study, in one case identifying a quadruple increase, and their popularity
and/or engagement had also increased. Indonesian and Japanese-language pet otter videos
showed the greatest increases in the number of videos produced and their popularity [129]. At a
global level, many of the most viewed and popular videos were posted by commercial video
sites, seemingly produced by a small number of individual owners.
A number of these videos reached
over one million views each. The
research showed that the "cute"
videos' prospective purchasers see
shared across social media influence
their decision to buy a wild animal: at
least 15% of exotic pet owners
surveyed found inspiration for their
purchase via YouTube videos.
The appearance of phrases such as "I
want one" in the comments section of
the English-language videos suggests
that these videos may be driving
demand amongst their viewers and
followers. The results show an
increase in social media activity that
may not only be driving the apparent
increase in popularity, but also
amplifying
awareness
of
the
availability of these animals as pets, as
well as creating and perpetuating the
(erroneous) perception of otters as a
suitable companion animal.
SMACC ID: recq3wJkISLKbv9ee 1
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“This content puts global efforts for greater animal protection under risk. With
its availability to a million users worldwide, those videos and images can cause
an increased demand for wild animals kept as pets. This can lead to intensifying
the wild animal trade and thus immense animal suffering. Social media platforms
urgently have to take responsibility.”
Wiebke Plasse, Welttierschutzgesellschaft (WTG e.V.)

CELEBRITIES AND INFLUENCERS
Historically, many celebrities have influenced public
perceptions of, and trends in, the keeping of wild animals as
pets [11,138,139]. Images and videos of famous actors,
musicians and celebrities cuddling, riding, or closely
interacting with wild animals are ubiquitous online, and wild
animals are regularly used as ‘actors’ in film, television,
advertisement and other popular media productions [11].
Chimpanzees have been used extensively in films and
television shows, often depicted behaving like human beings.
In the UK, the infamous ‘PG Tips’ chimps appeared in
advertising for the tea brand, seen dressed in human clothing
and drinking tea from 1950s - 2003 [140]. Notably, the
chimps in this advert are seen baring their teeth, a sign of fear
or aggression.

Howler monkey used for an advert.
©FlashCoffee SMACC ID:
reciGBcU0JTnFQP7C

Michael Jackson famously had a pet chimp named
‘Bubbles’ who reportedly lived in his home with him
and was taken out in public, even going on tour
with the singer in Japan [141]. Still today, we see
chimpanzees and other primates being kept as pets
by celebrities or being used in photo opportunities,
widely shared across social media.

Jason Derulo and a pet capuchin. SMACC ID:
recHV4CZPqh527bfq

On multiple occasions, singer Beyonce has been
pictured interacting with captive wild animals
including tigers, snakes and a chimpanzee [142].
Other, smaller primates have seemingly become a
very popular pet of choice with celebrities,
especially capuchin monkeys. Singer Justin Bieber
famously took his pet capuchin on tour with him in
2013, until the monkey was confiscated by
authorities in Germany due to a lack of legal
paperwork [143].
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American singers Jason Derulo, Rihanna and Fall Out Boy bassist Pete Wentz have all been pictured
with captive capuchins and other primates which sometimes are displayed on their social media
accounts. Indonesian actor, Irfan Hakim keeps a wide range of wild animal species as pets, and often
shares images and videos of them on social media. He also runs a series of YouTube channels focusing
on animals in captivity.

Binturong kept as a pet. SMACC ID: recbiVFSM5FC52zdm

Media coverage and content showing celebrities with wild animals portrays the interactions as fun,
cute, or even sexy. Very rarely does it show the difficulties, challenges or welfare issues involved in
keeping these animals. It is difficult, or impossible, to find out what becomes of most of the animals
involved, who are usually in the spotlight only for brief periods of time [144]. In the early 2000s,
celebrity Paris Hilton was often photographed with her kinkajou, Baby Luv, until she was bitten and
scratched multiple times by her pet [145]. It is unclear what happened to Baby Luv once they stopped
appearing in Hilton’s photos.
These celebrities alone have hundreds of millions of social media followers between them, and so are
capable of reaching an immense audience [146]. Celebrities hold great influence in popular culture,
from fashion to politics. Indeed this is why retailers and brands work with celebrities to promote their
products, knowing followers of these celebrities can be influenced to take a favorable interest in them
[147].
The 2013 study discussed in section 2 above analyzed viewer engagement with the celebrities who
had shared the slow loris video. Many comments were about how cute the animals were and stated ‘I
want one!’. The researchers concluded that the video had been seen “at least 2,400 additional times
due to these celebrity endorsements via reposts.” Some celebrities, despite being vegan, or working
with animal organizations, or having spoken on several occasions for animals, shared the video,
commenting how it was ‘the cutest video in the world’. This illustrates how complicated it can be to
detect animal cruelty, especially when it is less obvious.

By displaying themselves interacting with wild animals
and keeping them as pets, celebrities promote and
normalize the trade in wild pets. This can inspire
harmful trends in pet keeping.
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A chimpanzee, an emaciated gibbon, a lion and a puma kept as pets by famous influencers.
SMACC IDs: recW7drXp3jlGLcsx 3, recMCT0xMsQ7F9Xm3 6, recE1ukHGcmZU2oLv 1, recOFiYYT2p8gkzSP

By displaying themselves interacting with wild animals and keeping them as pets, celebrities
promote and normalize the trade in wild pets. This can inspire harmful trends in pet keeping. Such
content conveys a false message to fans - young people especially - who regard their favorite
celebrities as role models. Content showing celebrities interacting with and keeping wild animals
quickly and effectively undermines the educational work of the many organizations working on behalf
of animals, and negates urgent conservation messaging.
It is not just traditional celebrities who have this sort of influence. Social media influencers, who amass
thousands or even millions of likes for their content, have similar potential. Indonesian ex-motorcycle
racer turned social media star, Alshad Ahmad, whose YouTube channel featuring wild animals has
5.78 million followers, has posted many such videos. These videos show him interacting with a variety
of captive wild animals who he keeps as pets. White tigers are collared and chained, and other wild
animals, such as ostriches, golden eagles, binturongs, peacocks and deer are brought into public
spaces alongside countless members of the public, including children. Giraffes and rhinos are also kept
in this facility. To add further concern, he claims he is doing all of this in the name of conservation
[148].
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Some social media platforms have started to take action, attempting to curb the sharing of wildlife
"selfies" showing people posing with wild animals. Instagram, for example, has applied warnings to
certain hashtags such as #koalaselfie, #tigerpet, and #exoticanimalforsale which triggers a message to
users advising them of the problematic nature of the content: “You are searching for a hashtag that
may be associated with posts that encourage harmful behavior to animals or the environment”
[149,150]. The full list of triggering hashtags is not shared publicly in order to avoid enabling users to
find a way around these precautions. However, these precautions cover only a fraction of harmful
depictions of human/wildlife interactions. Nearly 9% of the posts analyzed for this report were found
on Instagram and showed tigers, slow lorises, macaques and other wild animals interacting with
humans. Instagram is owned by Meta, who also owns Facebook, where almost 58% of the posts we
analyzed for this study showing wild animals kept as pets were found (see Appendix 3 for details
about the platforms).

"Videos of people dressing up baby monkeys, walking tigers on chains, and
bathing otters in bathtubs are incredibly damaging. These posts normalize
animal abuse, and while they may appear “cute” or harmless on the surface,
the reality for these animals when the camera is off is much darker. These
animals are suffering, plain and simple. I urge people to never watch or
share any social media posts that promote keeping wild animals at home."
Nina Jackel, Founder and President, Lady Freethinker

White tiger kept as a pet by a famous influencer. SMACC ID: rec3Ywzfxy8sHyreY
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CONCLUSION
While coalitions such as SMACC and its member
organizations work relentlessly to hold social media
platforms accountable for developing better practices,
there is also a crucial role for the general public.

CONCLUSION
Humans have always had a special interest in other animals. Our art, literature and history
demonstrate clearly their huge importance in our lives [151,152]. Over time, our understanding of
their ways, their needs and their central importance to the survival of our planet has only increased.
It is well-demonstrated that the trade in wild animals as pets is detrimental to the animals themselves,
to conservation efforts, to a multitude of other animals and ecosystems, and that it can also be
detrimental to humans. There are many other ways to enjoy wildlife and embrace it without causing
such harm.
Sadly, many continue to promote wild animals as pets, from positions of both ignorance and intention.
The volume of content we have located on social media, which is in reality just a fraction of what is
available, shows clearly that much work needs to be done to educate and raise awareness about the
cruel reality of keeping wild animals as pets.
Social media companies play a major role in this. Currently, they enable those who exploit these
animals by providing a space for animal cruelty, from the less obvious to the extreme. Social media
companies have a responsibility to make sure the content they host does not cause any harm. They
are responsible to their users, especially children and vulnerable adults, who at present are able to
access with ease, content that shows animals being tortured, abused, exploited or dying. They have
a responsibility to the animals who suffer for the sake of content and profit.

In the wild, baby macaques cling onto their mothers until weaning age. Macaques kept as pets, deprived of their
mothers, are often seen clinging onto toys, other pet macaques or other animals to replicate this behavior.
SMACC ID: recP50Ntov2c9qD7t
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While there is debate around the limits that social media platforms can impose on their users, most
major platforms have taken strong positions against certain other forms of cruelty and illegal content,
like child abuse, hate speech and discrimination [153,154,155]. In these cases, content is removed,
and relevant information shared with law enforcement authorities. The mechanisms they have
implemented are imperfect, but they demonstrate that such issues can be addressed with much
greater seriousness than is presently afforded to animal cruelty content of any kind [156,157,158].
It is time that animal cruelty is taken just as seriously and eradicated from these platforms.
While coalitions such as SMACC and its member organizations work relentlessly to hold social
media platforms accountable for developing better practices, there is also a crucial role for the
general public. Learning to detect cruelty content and knowing why certain practices are cruel are
invaluable assets in stopping this abuse. Refusing to watch, engage or share such content, and
reporting it to the platforms is currently the strongest tool in the public’s hands. Remember that one
person reporting cruelty content is never actually alone. There are thousands, if not millions, of you
seeking these changes and reporting content. Individually, it may feel futile and impossible to gauge
the impact of your actions. But we can assure you that all of your voices, together, do make a
difference.

Baby orangutan illegally kept as a pet. SMACC ID: recgzRwGk3VLw0gvR 1

People keeping wild animals as pets often do so out of love and affection, and people who are
outraged by the cruelty they see on social media also care deeply. We need to rethink our relationship
with wild animals, and respect that their needs are often different from ours. It is not always in their
best interest to be “loved” by us. Allowing wild animals to remain and thrive in their natural
environments is the kindest thing we can do for them, and it also ensures that we, as humans, have a
safer, better future.
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OUR APPEAL and
HOW TO HELP
Please follow SMACC's
‘Five Steps to Stop Online Cruelty’

OUR APPEAL

Our ongoing appeal to YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, TikTok and
other social media platforms includes adopting standardized
definitions – across all social media platforms and in consultation
with experts – of animal cruelty and cruelty content and ensuring
that policies conform with these definitions, expressly prohibit
cruelty content and are adhered to.
HOW TO HELP

Follow our SMACC's ‘Five Steps to Stop Online Cruelty’:

1

2

3

Be aware

Visit our website and see the categories and themes we have identified
as animal cruelty. Be aware of these when using social media.
Sometimes animal cruelty is less than obvious, especially when it
comes to ambiguous content such as fake rescues, wild animals as pets
or teasing. Such videos involve serious animal suffering behind the
scenes.

Report

Always report the video directly to the platforms and encourage
others to do the same. Each social media platform has its own report
function. If there is no option for 'animal cruelty', select the closest
category which can be applied.
Sometimes reporting to the platforms seems pointless due to their
regular inaction but we know that it is an extremely valuable tool and
that it is much more successful than publicly thought.

Do not watch

4 Do not engage

5

Do not share

Do not intentionally watch these videos. The more views the videos
receive, the more they grow in popularity - and potentially, profitability.
Often, you can see what is contained in the video by the still images,
the titles, descriptions, or comments, before pressing play.

Do not comment, like or dislike, on the video, even in outrage or to
denounce cruelty. This may seem counterintuitive. However,
engagement increases popularity. It is best not to add any reaction at
all, and to report the video or channel immediately.

Do not share the video on your own page, even if you are doing so to
raise awareness of the cruelty or illegality. Sharing increases
popularity and again, potentially also increases profitability. Instead,
report them, and raise your concerns by sharing with others the things
to look out for - or direct people to our SMACC website.
www.smaccoalition.com
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APPENDIX 1 - Featured animals
ANIMALS

COUNT FEATURED IN A VIDEO

ANIMALS

COUNT FEATURED IN A VIDEO

ALL ANIMALS

2

PRIMATES - Macaques (all or unspecified)

532

BEARS - All/general/unspecified

4

PRIMATES - Macaques (Assam macaque)

1

BEARS - Brown bears

1

PRIMATES - Macaques (Bonnet macaque)

1

BIRDS - All/general/unspecified

7

PRIMATES - Macaques (Formosan rock

1

BIRDS - Ducks

4

macaque)

BIRDS - Emu

1

PRIMATES - Macaques (Long-tailed macaque)

48

BIRDS - Jungle fowl

1

PRIMATES - Macaques (Northern pig-tailed

12

BIRDS - Ostriches

3

macaque)

BIRDS - Owls

7

PRIMATES - Macaques (Rhesus macaque)

1

BIRDS - Parrots

5

PRIMATES - Macaques (Southern pig-tailed

12

BIRDS - Peacocks

1

macaque)

BIRDS - Raptors

6

COMPANION ANIMALS - Rodents

4

PRIMATES - Macaques (Stump-tailed macaque) 13
15
PRIMATES - Marmosets

DOGS & CATS - (all)

10

PRIMATES - Orangutans

4

DOGS & CATS - Cats

10

PRIMATES - Siamang

2

DOGS & CATS - Dogs

31

PRIMATES - Slow lorises

9

ELEPHANTS - Asian

2

PRIMATES - Spider monkeys

4

EQUIDS - Zebras

2

PRIMATES - Squirrel monkeys

4

FARMED ANIMALS - All/general/unspecified

1

PRIMATES - Tamarins

2

FARMED ANIMALS - Birds (chickens/hens)

6

PRIMATES - Vervets/grivets/green/tantalus

7

FARMED ANIMALS - Goats

4

monkeys (Chlorocebus spp.)

FARMED ANIMALS - Pigs

3

REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS - (all or unspecified)

7

FUR ANIMALS - Foxes

1

REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS - Alligators

4

LABORATORY/COMPANION ANIMALS -

2

REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS - Crocodiles

3

REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS - Frogs/toads (all or

2

Rabbits
MARINE LIFE - All/general/unspecified

1

unspecified)

MARINE LIFE - Cetaceans (dolphins - all or

1

REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS - Iguanas

1

REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS - Lizards (all or

10

unspecified)
MARINE LIFE - Crustaceans

1

(crabs/lobster/shrimp)

unspecified)
REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS - Snakes (all or

9

MARINE LIFE - Fish

2

unspecified)

PERFORMING ANIMALS - General

1

REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS - Snakes (pythons)

3

PRIMATES - All/general/unspecified

39

REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS - Turtles (all or

4

PRIMATES - Baboons (Papio spp)

13

unspecified)

PRIMATES - Capuchins (Cebus and Sapajus

28

SPIDERS/SCORPIONS & INSECTS

1

WILD CANIDS - Fox (fennec)

7

spp.)
PRIMATES - Chimpanzees

8

WILD CANIDS - Wolves (all or unspecified)

4

PRIMATES - Galagos/Bush babies

24

WILD CANIDS - Wolves (Eurasian)

1

PRIMATES - Gibbons (all or unspecified)

4

WILD FELIDS - All/general/unspecified

10

PRIMATES - Howler monkey

1

WILD FELIDS - Caracal

6

PRIMATES - Langur (all or unspecified)

2

WILD FELIDS - Cheetahs

2

PRIMATES - Lemurs

4

WILD FELIDS - Leopards

3

PRIMATES - Lorises

1

WILD FELIDS - Lions

14
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APPENDIX 1 - Featured animals (continued)
ANIMALS

COUNT FEATURED IN A VIDEO

ANIMALS

COUNT FEATURED IN A VIDEO

WILD FELIDS - Margay

1

WILDLIFE (other) - Coatimundis

1

WILD FELIDS - Puma

3

WILDLIFE (other) - Giraffes

1

WILD FELIDS - Tigers

29

WILDLIFE (other) - Hedgehogs

8

WILD FELIDS - White Lions

2

WILDLIFE (other) - Kangaroos & wallbies

2

WILD FELIDS - White tigers

21

WILDLIFE (other) - Meerkats

2

WILDLIFE - (Australian)

1

WILDLIFE (other) - Otters

9

WILDLIFE - All/general/unspecified

10

WILDLIFE (other) - Porcupines

2

WILDLIFE (other) - Bats

1

WILDLIFE (other) - Raccoons

2

WILDLIFE (other) - Binturong

3

WILDLIFE (other) - Squirrel

2

WILDLIFE (other) - Boar

1

WILDLIFE (others) - Sugar gliders

2

WILDLIFE (other) - Camel

1

ZOO ANIMALS - General

1

WILDLIFE (other) - Civet cats

4

TOTAL

1116

APPENDIX 2 - Video titles: key words categorized
WORDS

COUNT IN
VIDEO TITLES

WORDS

Animal or Channel
Name
Monkey

370

Angry

340

Animal
Siblings / Sister /

Baby
Mom / Mommy
Mention of an animal

249
181

Brother
Love / Lovely

94
Question Marker (Why, 93
When, How...)
So
72
Cry / Crying
70
Small / Short /Tiny /
66
Little
Body Part
65
Cute
62
Poor
54
Very
54
Food / Food Item
53
No
50
Milk
45
Dad / Daddy
41
Eat / Drink
41
Fun / Funny / Hilarious 39
Pet
36

COUNT IN
VIDEO TITLES

Afraid / Scared / Scary
Help
Loud / Louder /
Loudest
Discipline / Educate /
Punish / Taming
Omg
Play
Take
Time
New
Bath / Shower
Big / Biggest
Boy / Man
Home / House
Like
Most
Pitiful / Pity

31
28
28
27
26
25
25
23
23
23
22
22
21
20
20
19
19
19
19
19

WORDS

COUNT IN
VIDEO TITLES

Sad / Sadness
Best / Good
Rescue

19
18
18

Clothing
Walk
Break / Breaking /

17
17

Broken
Family
Meal
Heart
Hungry / Starving
Hurt / Sore
Million / Billion
Scream / Screaming
Stuck
Want
Beautiful / Handsome
/ Pretty
Newborn
Super
Sweet
Try
Adorable

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
15
14
14
13
13
12
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APPENDIX 2 - Video titles: key words categorized (continued)
WORDS

COUNT IN
VIDEO TITLES

Happy
Hard
Oh
Strong
Train / Trained /
Training
Children / Kids
Clean / Cleaning
Hug
Sleep / Sleeping
Well
Alone / Lonely
Bite
Care
Carry
Extreme
Sale
Yummy
Abandon
Feel
Friend
Health / Healthy
Laugh
Wait
Act / Action
Amazing / Wonderful
/ Awesome
Bottle
Box / Unboxing
Cage
Dog
Feed / Feeding
Girl / Boy
Good / Better / Great
Life
Market
Meet

12
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
11
10
10

WORDS

COUNT IN
VIDEO TITLES

Miss / Missing
Naughty
Need
Prank
Sit
Smart
Spoil
Wear
Worried / Worry
Forest
Human
Learn / Learning
Medicine

10
10
10

Refuse / Refusing

10
10
9

Teach

9
9

Wow

9
9
9
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Sick
Slap
Warn / Warned /
Warning
Bad
Buy
Cat
Comfort
Conservation /
Wildlife Words
Diaper
Healed
Jealous
Leave / Leaving
Own / Owner
Pull
Swim
Wake / Wake Up
Wound
Wrong
Control

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

WORDS
Dance
Daughter / Son
Enjoy
Exotic
Fall / Falling
Flower
Live / Living
Patience
Reaction
Seizure
Shaking
Shaking
Stop
Talk
Tantrum
Water

COUNT IN
VIDEO TITLES

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5

APPENDIX 3 - Platforms
PLATFORM
Facebook
YouTube
Instagram
TikTok
Twitter
Other
TOTAL

COUNT OF
VIDEOS
485
211
74
56
11
3
840
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